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PART I.

DESCRIPTION OF CARBURETOR TEST PLANT.'

By PERCIVAL S. TICE.

R_SUM_.

The Bureau of Standards carburetor test plant has been designed for convenient, speedy,
and accurate observations of carburetor performance, without inclusion of the complications

attendant upon engine performance in such testiug. It comprises an orifice air meter, supplying

air to a miniature altitude chamber, in which the carburetor is mounted. Air is drawn through
the carburetor by a vacuum pump, and flow pulsations in the air stream are simulated by an
apparatus controlling both the rate and amplitude of the pulsations. Pressure within the

carburetor ('hamber ('all be lowered from that of the atmosphere to approximately oIle-cpmrter
of an atmosphere; and the air temperature can be raised to art)- desired value above that of the
atmosphere.

Weighing of the fuel and observations of pressures about a carburetor permit of determin-

ing the mixture ratios and coefficients of flow under any service conditions.

DESCRIPTION OF CARBURETOR TEST PLANT.

The Bureau of Standards ('arburetor testing plant was designed and built for the purpose
of insuring greater precision a_d speed in observations of carburetor metering characteristics

than are conveniently possible where the carburetor is in use on an engine. It is designed to

permit observations not only at atmospheric pressure and temperature, but also at air pres-
sures as low as one-third of an atmosphere, and at such temperatures as may be desired above

atmospheric temperature. Means are also provided for producing pulsations of the air flow, com-

parable in speed and amplitude to those met with in practice. Thus it is possible to reproduce
substantially any con(lition which may obtain in service on an engine, and at the same tim(;

variables due to the engine condition are eliminated. The course of the in_'estigation is so
simplified as to make it possible for one man to control the whole plant and make all ol)serva-

tions incident to a set of runs. While the results obtained usually require checking on an engine
in operation, the final stage is reached more quickly, conveniently, and at far less expense, as

well as more accurately than if all the tests had been made on the engine.
The set-up comprises, the following several units:

(1) The air meter.

(2) The throttle valve.

(3) The air heater.

(4) The carburetor chamber.

(5) The pulsator.

(6) The air pump.
(7) The fuel meter.

(8) The manometer columns.

' This report was confidentially circulated during the war as Bureau of Slandarqs Aeron:mtic I'ovecr Plants Report No. 43.
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To follow the course of tile air through the plant: It first passes the air meter, then flows

through the tirrottle valve and over the ll(,ating grids to tiw (mrl)uretor chamber. Here it
enters the carl)ureter under ot)scrvation, after which it passes through the pulsator to the

blower pump, from which latter it is discharged to the atmosphere.
The general appearance and arrangclnent of the plant are shown in figure 1, in which view

the convenient groul)ing of the controls is clearly hrought out.

A detailed descriptiol_ of the several units of the plant follows:

TIIE AIR METEI',.

This portion of the plaut follows exactly the specifications laid down by Durlev _ in his work
on air flow through orifices in thin plates, with the one exception that the direction of flow is
reversed with reference to the orifice box or chamber. Since, however, the cross sectional area

of the chamber in a plane parallel to that of the orifice is somewhat over the limiting value of
20 to 1 referred to the maximum orifice area emph)yed, and since the drop in pressure across

the orifice is never permitted to exceed 6 inches of water cohHnn, the fact that tiw air flow is
into instead of out of tile chamber is of no consequence in the measurements.

Figure 2 is dose-up view of the orifice end of the metering chamber. Here arc shown tire

approach passage with its grid for the purpose of protecting the lines of flow into the orifice
from disturbance t)y stray room currents, and the structural details of the orifice mounting.

'rhe orifices are bored in steel plates 0.057 inch thick, with perfec, tly square edges, and range
in size from 3.500 inch to 0.500 inch, t)y 0.500 inc.h de(:rcments. There is provided in addition,

an orifi(}e of 0.3125 inch ,tiameter, and 'dso a blank plate used for checking the tightness of the

chamber and throttling valve. The orific(' l)lates scat upon a rectangular gasket of pure gum

rubber of one-quarter inch thickness, thus insuring air tightness (wen though the plates arc

sprung in locking them upon the end of the chamber.

Tim pressure drop across the ot'ilice is read on the upper of the two inclined manometel_

shown above the 1)yramidal approach to the. carburetor chamber, figure 1. This manometer is

provided with a scale having divisions 1 millimeter apart, and is set at su('h an angle that each

division is equal to a vertical rise of the column of 0.01 inch. This readily permits an accuracy
of observation of plus or minus 0.0025 inch on the deflection el the column. In addition there

is provided a short vertical water column, at the immediate left of the carburetor chamber,
having a scale divided into fiftieths of an inch, and read through a magnifier, wifl_ provisions

for the avoidance of parallax. This latter column is fitted with a tank having one hundred times
the area of the tube, thus its readings are at all times 1 per cent too small. While the inclined

column is also connected with a tank (in this case a Wolff bottle at the 1)ack of the board) the

inclination of the tube is so adjusted that no correction need be made.

TIIE TIIROTTLE VALVE.

A length of 3-inch pipe connects the orifice chamber with the gate valve shown in tire fore-

ground of figure 3. The function of this valve is the control of the pressure within the car-
buretor chamber, in a study of the l)erformance characteristics of carl)ureters under atmos-

pheric pressures lower than that at the ground. The manipulation of the throttling valve will
be discussed in detail in that section o f the description devoted to the method of control.

TIIE AIR IIEATER.

For the ])urpose of observation of the effects of varying air temperature on carburetor

performance the air, after it has ]passed the throttlin_ valve, is drawn through a chamber com-

posed of a set o[' live frames, in each of whi('h is nn)unted a coil of resistance wire in such a manner
as to cause it to be reasonably completely swept by the air stream. As shown in figure 4, the
five units el" tim heater are wired to ,ontrolling switches and '_ rheostat in such manner that

2 H.J. l)urlcy, Tr:ms. A. S. M. E., x.\_ ii. 1'._:;. The _,;,,I,,," is h'a'Ned l_ lids ,_ligilmI I,a!,t_k ft)r volllplelc dis_ ussiou ol lhc desiHbilil y ()I (mph)y-

i ug II()w through orifi_'es in makint t air measuremcnl s
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FIG. 1.--GENERAL VIEW OF CARBURETOR-TESTING PLANT, IN WHICH THE PERFORMANCE CHARAC

TERISTICS OF CARBURETORS CAN BE STUDIED AND DEVELOPED WITH REFERENCE TO THE

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS OF ANY SERVICE.

FIG. 4. CLOSE-UP VIEW OF THE AIR HEATER AND ITS CONTROL SWITCHES, THE CARBURETOR CHAMBER,

THE PULSATOR, AND THE MANOMETER COLUMNS.

6-1
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FIG,2.-AIRMETERINGORIFICES,WITHDETAILOFTHEIR
MOUNTINGANDOFTHEAPPROACHPASSAGE.

FIG.3. ENDVIEW,SHOWINGTHETHROTTLINGVALVEFOR
CONTROLOFTHECHAMBERPRESSURE,ANDDETAILOF
THEMANOMETERLINES.

FIG.8.--THEFUELMETERINGSETUP,SHOWINGTHEFUELTANK,SCALEBEAM
CONTROLOFTHESTOPWATCH,PRESSUREREGULATINGVALVE,ANDTHE
TRAPFORVAPORANDSEDIMENT.
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three of them are supplied with current at 220 volts, without external resistance, when their

respective control switches are closed, while the fourth may be thrown into circuit on either

110 or 220 volts as desired. The fifth unit is in series with a rheostat, and may als0 be sup-

plied from either the 110-volt or the 220-volt lines, as required.

The capacities of the units are identical and the control is such as to permit of extremely
delicate regulation from about 3 ° above the atmospheric temperature up to 45 ° C. above that

temperature, with the maximum air flow of which the plant is capable. Chamber temperatures
are read on a mercurial thermometer mounted just within the glass door. as in figure 1.

TnE CARBURE'rOk_ CHAMBEI¢,.

Leaving the heater, the air passes through the pyramidal approach passage to the carburetor

chamber. Mounted in the entrance to the latter is a grid similar to that shown in the approach to
the air metering orifice. The increasing sectional ,Lrea of the approach to the ('arburetor cham-

ber and the grid just mentioned are designed to obviate to a large extent the eddy currents that
might be expected to exist within the chamber should the air be introduced in a column of

small section at higher velocities.

The carburetor ehamber Comprises a t)ox 1s by 1.'_inches at the ends (outside) and 30 inches

long (outside), built up of yellow-pine boards 2 in(_hes thick. Inside, at each junction of abutting

walls, the structure is reinforced by a titled length of 2-inch angle iron. The door opening is
recessed to take a steel frame made up of _-inch square stock, the outer face of which is flush

with the face of the chamber. Over the whole is fitted a solder-sealed sheathing of galvanized

iron, and supported by the turned-up edge of the sheathing at the door opening is a rectangular

gum rubber gasket, _ inch thick, having a _4-inch face. The glass door, shown in figure 4

resting on the table beneath the carburetor chamber, is of plate glass, _ inch thick, and is sup-
ported and claml)ed in place over the ol)ening and against the gasket by the pair of steel bars

shown at the top and bottom of the ol)cnfl_g.

The heavy construction of the chamher is necessitated by the great pressure to which the

walls are subjected when the pressure within the chamber is reduced, as in studying high-altitude

performance of carburetors. The sheathing of galvanized iron is employed to insure air-tightness.
This form of sheathing is also applied to the pyramidal apl)roach , and to the orifice chamber.

Within the carburetor chamber, and in the ceuter of its top wall, is Inounted a circuhu.

flange to which the several carburetors studied are secured with interposed adapters. At the
left of the door opening is a ]_air of control s])ilLdles, with adjustable level_ inside the chamber,

for the control of the throttle and whatever other coatrol member may be provided in the car-
buretor.

A sleeve, integral with the carburetor flange within the chamber, extends through the top
wall to form an air-tight joint with a large circular flange secured to the outside of the chamber.

The carburetor outflow passage consists of a glass tube held in glands spaced t)y four
%-inch studs. Severed advantages result from making this portion of the outtlow passage of

glass. The quality of the char/e, with respect to the fineness of division of the liquid, is shown;

irregularities in the fuel discharge are made obvious; it can be seen whether or not the passages

of the carburetor cause swirling of the air stream; and locaJization of the liquid in the stream

or on the wall is detinitely shown. In addition to the above, observations of the glass serve
as a ready check on the functioning of the float mechanism of the carburetor.

THE PULSATOR.

Mounted just above the carburetor discharge passage is the pulsator, a device for creating

p_su_h_ flow through the carburetor, closely following in character those fluetuation_ of pres-
sure and velocity experienced in the ol_cration on an engine. The exterior of the pulsator is

shown l)hotogral_hically in figure 4, and its (:onstruction and control are diagrammed in figure 5.

The pulsator body is a casting with a rectangular passage for the mixture discharged by
the carburetor. .\_ormal to and intet._ecting the axis of the passage is a spindle carryin_ a
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rectangular throttle platc. Secured to the front and the back walls of the rectangular passage

are plates of spring bronze, which are normally tlat, and cause no restriction of the passage.

These spring plates form flexible walls for the passage, and permit of varying its effective area

in the plane of the throttle spindle.

A one-sixth horsepower shunt motor, mounted on the top of the carburetor chamber, is

arranged to drive the pulsator spindle through three-step pulleys. The control of the speed is

supplemented by field resistances; and a magnetic tachometer is used to show the speed of the

spindle. These latter items are shown in figures 1 and 2, mounted on the front wall of the meter-
ing orifice approacil passage. The tachometer is one built for cam-shaft drive on an engine and

thus reads directly ill pulsations per minute, since the pulsator throttle sweeps the passage twice

for every revolution. The range of control provided permits of a change in rate of t)ulsations

from 600 to 4,000 per minute. This is equivalent to a range of engine speeds from 300 to 2,100

in the case of four cylinders, and from 400 to 2,800 r. l ). m. in the case of three cylinders per
carburetor.

The amplitude of the pressure pulsations is controlled by manipulation of the screws shown

in figures 4 and 5, to cause the spring plates to approach the edges of the throttle plate more or

less closely as the throttle revolves. Thus it is possible to reproduce sufficiently faithfully for

the purpose in hand, the pulsation characteristics of any engine cylinder combination of more

than one cylinder, hax'ing the aspiration strokes evenly spaced.

A simple form of optical indicator is employed to show the magnitu(le of the pressure

fluctuations in the carburetor discharge passage. This indicator is sho_m in diagram in figure 6.

No attempt is made to make a pressure-time diagram of the pulsations. The magnitude of the

pressure tluctuations is read from the calibrated screen of the indicator, on which appears a line

of light, the ends of which define the values of the upper and lower pressure limits.

THE AIR PUMP.

A Nash "Hydroturbino" vacuum pump is used to draw the air through the carburetor.

Its intake is connected with the pulsator outlet by a length of flexible metallic tube, as shown in

the general view, tiguro 1: an(l the pump disc]large is carried out through a window of the

labor_tory.

Between the pulsator flange and that on the end of the flexible tube is a throttling opening

and trap. This latter serves the double purpose of eliminating the effect upon the carburetor
of resonance in the length of flexible tube when the pulsator is in action, and of trapping and

passing directly to the pump the liquid that wonld otherwise accumulate above the pulsator with
small air flows. This liquid passes to the pump intake through a inclined length of _§-inch pipe.

The Nash pump is that companys No. 3 size, and is capable of reducing the pressure within

the carburetor chamber to lS0 ram. I lg., or to 180/760 = 0.237 atmosphere, with the throttling
valve fully closed. Between the limits of the barometer c,dumn of 350 mm. and one of 760 ram.

the weight of air pumped is a straight line function of the pressure. The capacity of the pump

as applied to this plant is shown graphically in plot 7, in which the weight of air pumped is

plotted against barometric pressure and also against pump speed at a chamber pressure of 74()
mm.

TIIE FUEL METER.

Reference to figure S shows th¢_ details of the fuel-weighing method. A 30-gallon tank is

mounted on a platfornl scale, anti suppli(_s the carburetor th)at chamber through an Overhead

line, by virtue of a pressure difference maintained between its interior and that of the carhuretor

chamber. The tank is provided with a gauge iu,licating the pressure applied to the fuel; and a

pressure regulating valve in tlm line is adjuste(l to mainlain a pressure difference between thc

tank aml the chamber of 2 pounds per s(tuare inch. After passing the pressure regulating valve.

the fuel enters a vapor trat)ping chamber set upon the tank, and from this point flows through

a line of a/_-inch (o. d.) copper tulle to a valve and fitting in the top wall of the carburetor
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chamber. From this fitting, the connection with the carburetor is completed through a length

of airplane fuel hose.

The beam of the scale is fitted with a contact arm, which upon falling of the beam dips into

a mercury cup and completes a circuit through a magnetic apparatus controlling the starting and

stopping of a stop watch. Closure of the circuit through the watch control also completes the

circuit through an annunciator, thus drawing the attention of the operator to the fact that a run

has started or ended, as the case may be. This method of timing a weighing possesses the

advantages of making the weighing automatic, and eliminating the personal equation in the

operation of the watch, and of permitting the operator to devote his attention to the controls

and the making of observations throughout a run.

TIIE MANOMETER COLUMNS.

A rectangular flange soldered to the carburetor chamber sheathing carries 12 union fittings

to which are secured 12 manometer lines of _-inch (o. d.) copper tube. The union fittings
extend into the chamber approximately l a/._ inch beyond the walls, and to them can be con-

' nected with rubber tubing the several points about a carburetor at which it is desired to take

pressure observations. The manner in which the nlanomoter lines are carried to the board

supporting the columns is clearly shown in figures 1, 3, and 4.
One of the manometer lines, the seventh from the left side of the manometer board,is used

to communicate the chamber pressure to barometer located at about the center of the board,

to the left leg of the first mercury U tube and to the tank on the back of the board. This tank

contains water, and forms the well against which the set of six water columns, at the left, are

balanced. The water columns are capable of useful deflections of 1,020 ram. (40 ins.) ; and each is

provided with a needle valve shut-off. The seventh and middle short water column has its

upper end communicating with the air space of the tank at the back of the board and serves as

an indicator of the zero position. Inspection of figure 4 will show that the scales of the water

columns are mounted to form a unit capable of vertical movement under control of the screw

i)assing through the header from which the columns draw their water. Thus it is possible to

reset the scales during a run to correct, for the displacement of the zero following the transfer of
water from the tank to the columns. The tank is made of suffmient area so that with three

columns standing full the error in observation is only 1 per cent, with the scales left in the zero

position given them before deflection of the columns. Hence, since it is oifly very rarely that
more than three columns are in simultaneous use, and then at much less than maximum deflec-

tion, the error in observation without resetting of the zero is ordinarily well within ] per cent.

In addition to the six water columns discussed, and the main barometer for indicating the

chamber pressure, the board includes a pair of mercury U tubes, and a supplementary U-tube
barometer. Both legs of the second U tube are capable of connection within the chamber, for

making differential readin_o-s not referred to the chamber pressure, or for making plus pressure
observations. The auxiliary barometer tube is used where it is desired to make direct observa-

tions of absolute pressure at some point about a carburetor. It is obvious that by use of T

fittings and tubing within the chamber the columns can be interconnected in any combination

that may be required to fit the case under observation.

METHOD OF OPERATION.

_fost of the work thai has been done in the carburetor testing plant has been with special

reference to the requirements of certain aeronautic type engines, and as a consequence the

weights of air to be taken through the carburetor under given surJ'ounding conditions have been
well established beforehand by direct observations on the engines themselves in the Bureau of

Standards' altitude laboratory. This points out one of the chief uses of the plant, in that

special requirements of individual cases, as well as the desirable range of operability of a carbu-
roLor, can be studied in detail and with a maximum of convenience and a minimum of cost and
lost motion.
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The 25-horsepower motor used to drive the pump is a shunt type, and is provided with

resistances in the field circuit for effecting control of the pump speed. These resistances are

shown on the table sill in figures 1 and 4.

With the pure l) in operation, the amount of air taken through the carburetor is controlled

by (1) the position of the carburetor throttle, (2) the position of the throttling valve between the

meter chamber and the air heater, and (3) the position of the gate valve oi1 the pump intake,
which faces lhe driving motor t)eneath the table and is controlled by the wheel at the table

edge, as in figure 1. This let! cr valve controls the depression in the carburetor outlet, and in tiffs

way the air taken through tim carburetor. The throttling valve, on the other hand, controls
the amount of air pumpe(l, through its influence upon the pressure, and therefore the density,
of the air in the carburetor chamber.

Assume the cas(_ where it is desired to take a given weight of air through the carburetor at a

given barometric pn;ssur¢_ and with a given pressure drop in the carburetor outlet, corresponding
to a run under partial thrott, le opening. IIaving h)cated a suitable orifice in the entrance to the

meter chamber, the pump intake by-pass valve anti the throttling valve are adjusted to give the

required de[leetion of the orili(.c manometer at the required chamber pressure. This establishes
the air flow referred t_) the chamber pressure, and so long as the throttling valve remains undis-

turbed, subsequent adjustment will realize the one when the other is realized. To complete the

setting of conditions, the carhuretor throttle position is adjusted in combination with the pump

intake t2y-pass, to give the required carlmrctor outlet, pressure at the chamber pressure pre-
viously set. When this is attained, and it is very speedily accomplished, all three pressures are
at the desired values.

One of the chief functions of the plant is the accurate determination of the ratio of air to

fuel in the mixture. IIaving set the air tlow and other conditions incident to it, as above, the

weights on the fuel scale are "tdiustcd so that the beam is al)out to'drop. When this occurs,

through removal of the liquid from the tank under (temand by the carburetor, the circuit through
the watch control is closed and tlm watch started.

the scale beam, and the operator is free to record

pulsator speed, and mnplitudo, and to maintain

the run goes on. When tim predetcrmine(t weight

the scale beam again drops, stopping the watch. A

of fuel completes the run.

The required weight is now removed from

tffs observations of pressures, temperature,

the setting, should this be required, while

of fuel has been metered by the carburetor,

record of the time taken for the given weight

For convenience, graphs ilave t)een prepared showing the discharges in pounds of air per

second plotted against differcnc[; in pres_sure for each of the several metering orifices included in

the equipment. Other charts are developed for special cases, and will be discussed in detail in

those reports dealing with the cases in which they arc used.

In general carburetor development work, that is, without spo('iM reference to a particular

engine or class of s(_rvice, the extreme flexibility of the plant pernlits the whole usable range of

operation to be investigated under any and all of the combinations of conditions likely to.be mot
in service.
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PART II.

DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS OF FUEL METERING NOZZLES IN CARBURETORS2

By PERCIVALS. TreE.

R_SUMI_.

Tile following report is a discussi_m of experimentally determined variations in tile value

of the coefficient of discharge for sin.all bore, short passages as used to meter fuel in carburetors.

Variations in the overall coctIicient (U) are discussed with respect to passage diameter,

passage length as a function of the ratio of length to diameter (LID), form of entrance, and effect

of change in fluidity of the fuel with temperature change.
The most important conclusion reached is that control of the range of mgxture ratios

delivered by a carburetor is obtainable throughout the practical limits of desirability by simple

selection of the ratio of length to diameter (L/D) for the fuel metering passage, provided other

conditions relnain substantially constant.

DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS OF FUEL METERING NOZZLES IN CARBURETORS.

The discharge of liquid from carburetor'fuel metering passages or jets is most conveniently
considered when the characteristic values of the overMl coefficient (C) in the expression

V= C_/2gh are studied. This expression becomes

w=60.2 (1)

where W= weight of fuel discharged in pounds per minute,

C= a coefficient,

a = area of passage in square inches,

p = specific gravity of fuel discharged (referred to water at 60 ° F.)

h = bead or pressure drop across the passage, expressed in inches of water.
The vahle of U, it is to be noted, includes _ll losses due to both skin friction and internal

or fluid friction, as well as the loss incident to contraction of the stream through the passage,

and to so-called end effects. These losses vary with change in head (h), with change in shape

of entrance to the passage, with change in the ratio of length to diameter (L/D) of the passage,

and with the temperature (T) of the fuel, considering any one fuel. The influence of change

in the temperature upon the value of (U) is tbe result of the change in viscosity of the liquid

with change in temperature. A rise in temperature is accompanied by a lowering of the

viscosity and a consequent increase in the value of the relative fluidity? Thus, considering

different fuels discharged h'om the same passage at the same temperature, those having higher

l_uidity values will possess higher values for (C) in equation (I). Obviously those fuels having

a higher rate of increase in fluidity with a given temperature rise will also have a higher rate
of increase in the value of (G). In general, those fuels having smaller t[uidities possess the

This reportwas confldenttallycirculatedduringthe waras BureauofStandardsAeronauticPowerPlants Report No. 44.
, The fluidityof a llqui_ Is the reciprocalofIts viscosity. AttentionlJ calledto plot 6, whichIs a plotting offluidityagainsttemperature for

considerablenumberofaviationenginefuels,taken fromBureauofStandards TechnologicPaper No. 125,by WinslowH. Herschel.
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greater rates of incre_{se in ttuidity value with a given rise in temperature. This is clearly

shown in plot 6, from Herschel, 3 and exI)lains why it is that tile heavier the fuel the more variant

is its discharge rate with temperature change.
The general effect of alteration of the shat)e of the passage entrance is shown 4 in plot 1.

ttere the diameter is consta, t, and the L/I) and T substantially stb the only significant change

being the breaking of the sharp, square edge to a depth of a few thous'mdths of an inch. Prob-

ably the major effect of this chamfering is to reduce tile contraction of the stream in the entrance:

at, in tiffs case, heads above 2 inches of water. While tile coef[i(.ient ((') has considerably

higher values with increase of (ld with the entrance t'tmmfered in this way, it will he noted also

that its value varies through wider limits. This may or may n()l 1,e desirable, depending upon

surrounding conditions with respect to the air flow through the carburetor. [Iowever, cham-

fering has this very practical advantage in carburetor manufacture, that the angle and depth

of the chamfer, within comparatively wide limits, have an ahnost negligible effect on the dis-

charge; while, on the other band, small departures from truth ia the making of sharp square

edges result in wide variations in the discharge. This, taken with tlle great dil]icultv of pro-

ducing duplicate parts having square edges free from bulr, practically rules out the square

edge for carburetor metering passages.

In plot 1, as in all the others with the exception of plot 5, tile discharges considered were

obtained from passages having entrances chamfered as noted in plot 1. Furthermore, all runs

were made with submerged passages, with the exception of two shown in plot 5. The two

chief reasons for employing submerged passages are: The instability of the dischalge under

very small heads for passages discharging into air; and the fact. that the iet discharging into

air is rapidly becoming obsolete in carburetor practice.
Within the range of metering passage diameters used in general carbm'etor practice it is

found that tlm value of (C) increases with increase of (D), plot. 2.

The effect upon (C) and upon the lilnits between which it varies with change in the ratio

L/D, are brought out in plots 3 and 4. In the former, (U) is plotted against (h) for several

values of L/D, with (D) a constant. Plot 4 is another form of expression of these same points,

with (C) tflotted against L/D, each curve being representative of a constant value for (h).

The usefulness in practice of the control exercised over the values and range of values of

(C) following control of the ratio L/D, is found when it is attempted to secure mixture ratio

eompensat, ion of a definite order of variation, with a given range of controlling values for (h).

These latter will vary with the forms giYen the air passages, and with the general design of

the carburetor, as discussed in Parts III, IV, and V of this report. In general, there is more or

less fitting by selection t,o be done in bringing about the desired compensation control in a

carburetor; and plots 3 and 4 point out a very simple way to accomplish almost any desired

result in compensation.

A change in temperature affects the discharge from a passage in two ways--through its

influence on the density (p), and by virtue of the change in fluidity. It is obvious from a con-

sideration of equation (1) that for ordinary variations in (T) tile effect of the accompanying

change in (p) is of no great consequence, since the change in (o) is comparatively small and

the discharge varies as _/p.

The group of three curves in plot 5, for gasoline discharged from the same passage at three

temperatures, expresses the order of magnitude of the effect upon (C) of change in fluidity

with the change in (T), for a comparatively h)ng passage, in which this effect is much greater

than in tile ease with ordinary smaller values for L/D found in carburetor practice.

Herschel, Winslow H.: Bureau of Standards Technologic Paper No. I25.

q The experimental data on which this report Is based is selected item the results obtained late in 1917 and early tn 1918, at Detroit, by P. S,

Tice in a special apparel us de_t.gned for the accurate s_udy of discharges from small-bore passages. For convenience in _eproduceability distilled

water was the discharging fluid in the major partion of the work. The apparatus includes means for controlling and measuring the head withtn

narrow limits (at a head of 1 inch the variations are less than plus or minus 0.5 per cent, and are correspondingly less at greater beads); means for

controlling the temperature to within plus or minus 0.25 ° C. of the set wdue; a device for weighing the fluid discharged; an electrically controlled

stop watch for taking the time, the circuit of which is completed upon the swinging of the balance.
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Attention is called to the curves in plot 5 for the very short, square edged passages discharg-

ing into air. Here the variation in (C) is a minimum with respect to both (h) and (T). A

change in (T) from 24.5 ° C. to 4° C., it will be seen, results in no appreciable change in (C) at

any one value of (h).
CONCLUSIONS.

(1) Chamfering the entrance of a fuel metering passage increases both the value and the

range of values for the coefficient (C) of discharge.
(2) Wide variations in the angle and depth of chamfer at entrance have almost inappreci-

able effect upon (C), with respect to both its value and range of values with change of head (h).

(3) Small variations, due to burr or otherwise, at entrance of square edge metering passages

account for inadmissable irregularities in discharge. This makes it highly undesirable to

employ this form of entrance where ready production of many identically performing parts is

sought.

(,4) Submerged fuel metering passages are free from instability and irregularity of discharge
when the head (h) is very small.

(5) The value of the coefficient (C) of discharge increases with increase of diameter (D) of

the passage, for passages of appreciable length.

(6) The value of the coefficient (C) of discharge increases, and its range of values decreases,

with decrease in the length to diameter ratio (L/D).

(7) Suitable selection of the ratio L/D in a fuel metering passage permits of obtaining

almost any useful relationship between air and fuel in a mixture, other conditions remaining

substantially constant.

(8) The value of the coefficient (C) of discharge increases with the fluidity of the fuel,

which varies with the temperature (.T).

(9) The smaller the fluidity value of the fuel, at a given temperature, the greater the rate

of increase of fluidity _ith rise of temperature, and therefore the greater the rate of increase

of the coeffÉcient (C) with rise in temperature.

(10) Increase in the ratio L/D serves to increase the effect upon the coeffieien_ (C) of

changes in fluidity following changes in temperature.

(11) The discharge from square edged orifices in thin plates (L/D =0.25 or less) is inappre-
ciably affected by wide variations in temperature of the fuel.

144572--19--3





REPORT No. 49.
PART III.

CHARACTERISTICS OF AIR FLOW IN CARBURETORS.'

By PERCIVAL S. TICE.

The following report is a discussion of experimentally determined values of the coefficient

of discharge for the air passages, and of the loss in pressure at the carburetor outlet, in car-

buretors of the plain tube type. These values are considered, for the complete carburetor

assembly, with respect to passage form, air density, the admission of fuel to the air stream,
and method of spraying or dividing the liquid.

The more important conclusions reached are: That the coefficient of discharge has an

almost constant value for throat velocities greater than about 145 feet per second, for any
one carburetor; that below a throat velocity of 145 feet per second the coefficient rapidly be-

comes smaller; that considerable variations in passage form only slightly modify the coefficient;

that the coeffÉcient is practically unaltered by change in atmospheric density, or by admission

of fuel to the air stream; and that the pressure loss through carburetors varies with the design
of the passages, and with the method of admission and spraying of the fuel.

CHARACTERISTICS OF AIR FLOW IN CARBURETORS.

The flow of air in a plain tube carburetor (one having a single air passage without control

other than the engine throttle valve) is most conveniently considered as flow through a nozzle

having an infinite area (A t) of entrance, and in which, therefore, the pressure at entrance (P,)
is that of the surrounding atmosphere. Carburetors of this type always include a constriction

or throat in which the velocity of the air is increased to provide a drop in pressure to cause

fuel to be ejected into the air stream. The throat area is the least area of section along the

axis of the air passage. In such a case the weight of air taken through the carburetor may be
written '

2"043CP'A2 P, (1)
- \e_ 1

where W ffiweight of air passing in pounds per second,

G --experimentally determined coefficient of discharge,

Pt = pressure at entrance in pounds per square inch, absolute,

T_ = temperature at entrance in F °, absolute,

A 2 -- area of throat in square inches, and,

/>2 = pressure at the throat in pounds per square inch, absolute.

This is the general expression for air flow through a nozzle.

l This report was confidentially circulated during the war as Bureau of Standards Aeronautic Power Plants Report No. 45.

I The sub] ect of air flow formul_ is very thoroughly considered by Sanford A. Moss in Amerlcan Machinist, pp. 368 and 407, Sept. 20 and 27,1906.
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Published reports of tests of air flow through nozzles or Venturi tubes are few in number,
unfortunately, and include only work with comparatively large tubes (2 inches or more throat
diameter), having straight axes and without obstruction at throat or entrance. These tests
have resulted in the assignment of throat coefficient values ranging from 0.94 to 0.99, for pas-
sages having equal entrance and exit diameters (DI and/)3, respectively) and a throat diameter
(D2) equal to or less than 0.5 DI. In these tubes the converging entrance has been found to have
an optimum included angle never greater than 30 °, and is joined to the diverging portion by a
short cylindrical section comprising the throat, and having well rounded junctions with each.
Further, the diverging down-stream portion or adjutage is found to have an optimum included
angle of between 5 ° and 7.5 ° .

The inclusion in a carburetor design of a passage possessing the above general specifications
is obviously difficult if not impossible. A consideration of intake system requirements in an
engine seems to preclude the employment of a diameter ratio of D2/D3 = 0.5 or less. A definite
and narrow range of values for D s exists in a given ease; and a reduction of throat area to 0.25
that of the manifold is inadmissible because of the requirements of high charge pumping capacity
in an engine, and of maintenance of a fairly definite range of heads controlling the fuel discharge.

Considerations of space available for the carburetor, of the desirability of minimum bulk
with universality of application of that device, of the frequent need for a supply of heated air,

or of fire prevention, make it necessary to modify the entrance by curving its axis more or less
abruptly, and make it highly desirable to increase the included angle of the adjutage. Then, too,
fuel must be admitted to the throat to secure proper metering relations; and this calls for obstruc-
tions in the form of jets and their supporting bosses. A ttrrottle valve must be included for

engine control.
Taking these points all together, it is reasonably to be expected that the air flow in a car-

buretor will have a different and smaller efficiency figure or coefficient than obtains for the

simple passage of optimum form.
The work, of which the following is a summary, was done in the Bureau of Standards

carburetor testing plant, 3and was undertaken to determine experimental values for the coefficient

of discharge (C) in equation (1), for rather widely differing examples of carburetors of the plain
tube form. The whole carburetor was employed in each case, as installed on the engine, the
object being to determine effective values of the coefficient for the carburetor as a whole, rather
than corresponding values for the throat member alone and removed from its service environ-
ment. These latter are, in general, fictitiously high referred to service conditions, as is shown
in the results.

The carburetors used are referred to in the following as carburetor A, 4 figure 1, and car-
burster B, 4 figure 2. The essential dimensions of the throat members of these two carburetors

are given in the diagrams and data of figure 3, together with those for an air nozzle o? approxi-
mately optimum form.

Carburetors A and B were designed for use on the same engine, in which three cylinders,
5-inch bore by 7-inch stroke, are supplied by each throat. The air taken by these cylinders
at 1,700 r. p. m. under full throttle opening, at the several barometric pressures, is shown
graphically in plot 4, in which are also shown the corresponding air densities at the mean tem-
perature of the tests (62.8 ° F.), and the altitudes in feet equivalent to these densities. 5 The
quantities of air read from the curve of plot 4 are the maxima taken through the carburetors
in these tests; and the lesser quantities taken to complete the description of the coefficient
variations were secured by throttling the air supply to the carburetor chamber. For convenience

in manipulation, the carburetor throttles were kept fully opened throughout the tests, since it

* A fully illustrated description of the Bureau of Standards carburetor testing plant is given in Part I of this report.

4 Carburetor A is the Zenith Carburetor Co.'s dual design used as equipment on large engines. It is fitted with a throat member having a

minimum bore of 31 ram. (1.22 inches), and is compensated, as are all Zenith carburetors, by compounding the nozzles.

Carburetor B is an experimental design by the Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corporation, developed to possess inherent mLxture compensation

for altitude. It has a throat of 1.312 inches minimum bore, and is compensated by balancing the float chamber pressure against that at the throat
outlet.

NOTE.--It was intended to include other caxburetors in this portion of the work, but owing to structural and design peculiarities in those others

that were available it was impossible to obtain for them coefficient values directly comparable with those for the simpler structures here dascrlbed.

6 A complete discussion with curves giving the relations of pressure, temperature, and density with altitude forms a portion of Part V el this
report.
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had been determined in preliminary woPR (hat r(,dueti,)n of air tt()w 1}y throttle closure [lad

no measurable effe{'t upon the coefticient _'ah,e, a_ .o'npaPed with re(lueti(m of air tlow following

manipulation (,f the primp of the plant.

Pressures were re'td in the caP1)uPetor (_han_bcP of the testi_tg plant, at (lie narvowest porti()n

of the thr,)at, and in the (retie) l)a_sage a _]lol't distance above the carburetor attaching ttange,

as shown in tiguPe: l _m(l 2; and tlle te,tlper:ltnre of the air e_ltering the caPbuPetor wa_ ql:o

read. The tests were caPPied out at ]):_PometPi(" I)re_suPes of 750, 550. and 350 mr:L of mercnry,

giving at m()st)heri(_ (lens|ties corPe,_l}ondin V t,) al(ilude._ above the earth': sur'f,(.e of 200 feel.

10,250 feet, and _5,800 feet. Pe-l}ectively.
Mope fully to (le:_cPibe the l)(_Pf()PTnan('o. Pu_l_ were ma(le both wit},, a_t,,l wit!,out fuel dis-

charging fr,)nt the ('ltPbu]'et()r rlozzlB:% ull4er lli,, _evePal rates of alp tl(r,_- de_i'rP))ed al}ove. _l']ii_

permitted a det(,rmin.ttion of the efl'e, ts (ff e)ltPaining t}_e fuel [)f the mixture in t i!e wip stPeam.

The results of the ,)))servation_ are :)_()u'n in pi()t 5 n]l(l those foll()win_ it.

Of the tw() (..efii('i(,.t {'.)H'v(,s, l)lo(s 5 :zn(I B. theft for (,arJ)uP(.tor A ))ossess{,s high,q' val|i,.s

thr,)ughout. )_(.Vl(.{'ii)_V th.s{. J'(,)' (Iep)'.ssi()))s ()f less th,,)) I in(:|) or u-._t(.P. Als(), (h(,re is less

falling off in th{, ('(>eilicient f,u" ,liff(q'e_,('es .f pross;)Pe I('ss l|)a,_ .l)(,ut '_'() in(']_es of wP.((.r.

The eft'eeL t+i)(}n t):,. ('t)etti(.ien( ()f (lis+.t_:_P,/;,:,/ft_et i)+(,) the ,it stream is l)r+t{.ti{.;_tly ttegligit>Ic i))

t)oth cases +th,l is v(,pr('s(q)ted ))y s,)_:dl irr{,_,_i:,Piii,'s. A t'_:Ptltcr )+oin( is the l)r,('l i(',l ide)tti('ality

of the eoeflicie)_( _',_h)('s .(.{'():_q).)_yi)P_' 7iv(,:| )hP{)a( l)P('ss_P-,Jv()ps, f,,v tl_,, s(,v{,v:_I ,)it (lensiti,,s
i))('l_),le(I.

A ('())_si(](q'ati())) ,)f the res,_ils. (()_('(h(,)" u i()_ li,{' })vs._',,_'(' ['oi'_ns ill tit(' lwo ('_ir!)I_l'etoPs. sh(,ws

th',t only s)n_:ll variatio}:s i)_ {):{' (.,)(,'_ii(,i(,:i) ,, ;,.l,:(,s :_)'(. (() l)<. exl)ected wi(hi)l th{, limi(s of form

that may )),. {h.signate, I .s l'(,:is()ii_i};l., <_()(,(l. ]:!()i('))l'('s('i)t lWo (!as{'s {h(' (]}f]'('l'(,)!{'es)it m_)xi-

) I _ t ) ) _ ) _ i l )' _ i _ ' %% r S _i )'( _ ( [ ) ) i t (' S I_ _ _ _ I l , } ) (' i ) ) _ ) I ))(')' ('''Ill :_( 750 )_)_i' pvesstn'e. ].'_> ])('P ('(',_( tit 550. n):({

1.3 per ('e_)( at :;5() mill. .\II ,)lhPP c,,).Iiii(.)._ i_) :,.ir('P:_ft s(.rx'i('e i]wlu(h. (}_r,)t(I(, ClosIII'o. a)_(l

lhe tl_P()nt l)ePl',)rt)!.)+('e tii{'i_ ('(,;:._{s t() 1)(' :t {-{)+ttP()liii+g f_t(+t,)r, ex('eI)l hl s(, fttr _is it }£'_s a },('at'}i_g
<))) the mixttl]'(: t'++ti().

The (+(),,iiicie)_t cttrxt's ()f I,lots ;) _t_i_i (i :_v(, (tir..)Iv ('()ml),)rc(l with like ('tit\ ('s f{)P {:arl)tiret()r
throat )m:_,_l)ePs .h)n{,. i)) l)h)t 7. 'Phc ,:aPbl_r(,!()r (.u]'ves are lower i)_ ,..It:{.. But shou' ]_() i)))-

portai)t ('h,(+t<_e i)_ {.h:_t':)ot0t'isti(.. :is , t'estil( {)I' i;+(.!i;mio, of jets (with th(.ir !><)sst,s) alt(I ,>f tlt(.

(')lI't}IIl'e|,)1' oli{l'ttll('(' ]):tss_t_('s.

()f equal h_te)',,st with (i)o (.,.)(,fii(_i(,nt v_Hu{'s i,_ :_ st_,,!_ ,,I' t}i{' l)rc'ss_)'(,.., i,_ (i,_, (':_)'l._Pet(,r

outlet. It is ('l,,,)w that (1){' ()ut))u( of ._) (._gM(. is '_ (iireP( I'_L,){'ti(>n of this l,<:,ss_!)',,. }i,_u_(.(,it is

imi)ortm)t t,) Jl_tv(, its v_)IIl(. :<s !£r('_!t P,s p()ssi))i(' I)]),I(,r tit(' (.{,)l(]iti()]) of ol)e]_ lhP()lt](,.

A (h'() l) i)) l>P(.ssu)',' _,( I}l(' (':,I'])lIF('(()r ()[l{l('_. Col-il]))iF('(l \Vi(H {[i(' pl'('SStlI'(' ;it (']i(I'_(IIC(.', F('SII]IS

chiefly h'()_,_ s).:iii fri('(i(,ll ;i_i,.] ;)){(,t'.)_:_l ()i,' {!i,)i,) fri{'tio)_ i,) th(' ),i)' stream. 'rh,, [:_1(,.). h_ss is

)_ugm,.)_(,.(I l)y i.Pl)))h,_(.(,..)_,I this I;,.s! is mu{')) inereast.(i iH )_ p.ss_ge I}v _h(. i!_t)'()(iuctio]i ,)f
bends..i,:ts with l,r()tr,tdit_ s_l,p(>r(i.:z i,,>ss('s, the ,lis('].:,'_,_(' (,f f,:{'l, throtth, v_tlv(,s. _md th(,

like. 'l'h(,)'cf,)r('. f,)P a _ivc)) ()_(let ,i_'(,.'_, th{, prossure at (,_))l(,t !P:,I will b(, ,'hiellY ])_versely
funeti()nal ui(h th(' P.t,,s (,f ,,,,))i()_) i]_ the stream, a_d sill('(. )i_(' ('()ell'|oh.lit v.l_,{, f()p a tub(0

depends mai)_ly uI,()), ils (li)_,e_sioJ_al Pelati()Hships, it is not _w{.(,ss:,Pily Ill(, (':,.s(, (hat)) high (C)

value be a{',()ml),_)_i(,d 1)y a corrosp())_(iingly high value of (t".1).
The Clll"(es il_ tl)t, l()_:,(.r p¢)PtiOllS of I)I')(S 5, 6 and 7 give the outlet l)r('ss(_r( , expresse(I

as a peree)_tage of t h;=1 at (q_tr;,)iP,, (/):,:/}=). for carburetors A and B and the s('_(,r.l separate
throat t nl)es exa]nit)e(].

Referring to ))lot 7. it ))l)l)(,:{rs that th,' (,,!ryes for the throats (' aJld I) P.Po v(,ry cI()sely

relate(I when ('Oml)ar'('(I (,)) (I_(' l):_sis ()f (,qu:_})}_ss [low p(,r .nit area, in spi(e of the {'()))si(leral)ie

discreI)aJ_ey i)_ their .)'(,. )'(,la)i()]_sl)ips {.I_/A:)), !)eii)_; ().480 for tubes C, and 0.212 f()p tube D.

Considering tl_ese thro.(s ,_s :_I,),Ii(,{l ),, )].' s:,_))e e)_ine and passi}]g the same ([.a]_tiiy {ff air

in unit time, the tube I} is disth:,(ly i. f(,)'i,,r ).,, (,)i',(,)" with respect to the vecovePv ()f I>ressure at
outlet.

I44572- 19 4
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The curve for carburetor A, plot 7, having a tube of the same general form as throats C

and D, and with (A_/A3) equal to 0.360, is superior at high specific rates of discharge, even

though it includes a jet, bosses, a curved axis of entrance: and a throttle valve. It may be that
tube A possesses more nearly the optimum dimeJ_sions, considering its form, for the conditions

than either tube C or D; but this is not likely, considering the whole data from this work. Since

mere change in the ,lrea relationship h_ls only a very small effect upon (Ps) at a given specifi(:

discharge, and since for a given specific discht_rge the skin friction in like passoges will be sub-

stanti_llly constant, it seems probable that the increase in (P_) in carburetor A, compared with

tubes C and D _lt: high specific discharges, is _ccounted for on the gronnd of a suppression of

turbulence in the stream.

In carburetor A there _re two jets, one within the other, and from the annular passage thlls

formed is discharged a column of air. The effect of such a c]oumn of air issuing into the thro_)(

p_lrallel with the general line of flow, Will be to suppress eddying i1_ the wake of the nozzle 'rod

its boss, and thus accomplish a rise in pressure in the air stream. Since at large throat pressures
smM1 volumes of air will pass through the nozzle, the suppression of turbulence })y the nozzle

air colunlu will he smaller thnll "it low throttt pressures, corresponding to high rates of dischaI_e.

Continuing with plot 7 and considering the curves for carhuretor B and ils throat, the imme-

di_ltely foregoing statements are seen to 1)e suPI)ortcd very fully, since in this c_isc the column
of air admilted l)y the nozzle h;_s several times tim cross-sectional 'lrea of that in (._rburetor A.

This is included in the c,_rt>uretor desigH for the prim_/ry purpose of assisti_lg in securing a fine

division or spraying of the fuel.
In the ol)servations on the throats Mone, no air w_ts a(hnitte<l as by the nozzles. The

greater values ()f the curve for throat B, compared with those for tubes C and D, is exl>laine<l ill

great measure by the m<)rc f_vorable; adjut_ge form, with respect to the maintenam.e of line flow.
The foregoing on the effect of inclusion in a carl)ureter (lesign (>f a column of Mr discharging

from the nozzle is further illustrated by the outlet pressure curves for carl)ureters A and 13,

plots 5 and 6. The increase in (P3) for c_rhuretor B as compared with carburetor A is greatest
at the greatest atmospheric pressure, _l_d l)eeomes less as the presslu'e is re<luccd.

Admission of fucl to the air stream in MI c_,.ses causes the v,due of (P:+) to suffer a loss, plots

5 and 6. It is pointed out that this is functional with t)oth the qmmtity of fuel an(I with the

mode of spraying. It sceIns that the latter is, in general, of the greater consequence, and the(
utilization of a column of air of appreciable sectional _lr(_ in the nozzle, to assist (livisio_ of

the liquid, improves the efficiency of the spr_ying device with respect to the amount of energy

used in aceomplishiug the spraying.
CONCLUSIONS.

(1) The coefficient of discha_e for any one of the carburetor t)_ssages tes(,ed has an almost
co_stant and maximum value for effective throat velocities grealer than about 150 feet per

secotl (J.

(2) The value for the coefficient of discharge for the carburetor passages tested lies

between 0.82 and 0.85, under service conditions. These valves arc probably typicM of re'_son-

ably well formed passages of similar type.
(3) The coefficient of discharge for c_rburetor passages of this type is appareutly only

slightly modified as _ result of considerable changes in p_ssage form, with respect to angles of

eHiranee _m(l adiut,_ge.

(4) The coeiiicient. (ff discharge for :_ (:_wburetor p_ss'_e is pr_cti(.ally mmffe<'ted by widv

v_wiations in atmosi)heric density (h,ss than I per cent maximum variation between the del_sitv

limits of 0.075 am| ().0:¢5 pounds per cubic foot).
(5) The coeHicieut of dis('har_(_ for _ c_rburetor passage is l)ractically unaffected 1)v th(.

i_trodueti<m of fuel to the air stream (fuel discharge iDtro_luees irreguh_rities not to excee(l

plus or mi_tus 1 per cent).
(6) The prcssur(_ loss iH the carburetor o_tlet changes wilh the (url,uleDce or internM m()li,)t_

of the air stream.

(7) The pressure less h_ the carburetor ()utter ('hangcs with the (tuaHtity of fuel admitte(I

to the air stream, and with the me(hod of dirt(ling the fuel l)y spraying.
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PART IV.

EFFECTS OF PULSATING AIR FLOW IN CARBURETORS.'

By PERCIVAL S. TIcE AND _. C- DICKINSON.

lCgSUMg.

'tim following report is offered as an indication of the order of magnitude of the variations

in fuel metering and in effective carburetor capacity resulting from modifications of both the

period and amplitude of the intake system pulsations. Experimental results with two car-

buretol_3 possessing widely differing metering structures are briefly discussed.

As a result of the work done, it is concluded: (1) The effect upon carburetor capacity of

usual rates and amplitudes of intake pulsations is so small as to be practically negligible; and
(2) the metering is affected sufficiently to warrant that pulsation rate and amplitude be taken

into account in developing the fitting of a carburetor to an engine.

EFFECTS OF PULSATING AIR FLOW IN CARBURETOR.

in aircraft service it is the accepted rule that not more than four engine cylinders be sup-

plied with mixture by a single carburetor. The usual arrangements are: A single carburetor

for engines having 4 cylinders or less, 2 carburetors symmetrically disposed for 6 and 8 cylinder
engines, and 4 carburetors, also symmetrically disposed for engines of 12 aald 16 cylinders.

Each carburetor supplies either 3 or 4 cylinders.

It may be taken that such a carburetor disposal has come to be the accepted one becanse

with it the engine volumetric efficiency is slightly higher than where a carburetor is made to

serve a greater number of cylinders. The demand of one cylinder is not overlapped by that

of another, in the carburetor and manifohlhig, with such an arrangement; and, in all proba-
bility, in the present state of manifold design, charge distribution is also somcwhat simplified.

But aside from the results experienced with respect to volumetric efficiency, or with respect to

qualitative or quantitative charge distribution, it is worthy of note that both the period and

amplitude of the pressure fluctuations hi the intake system are made greater than in the case

where more cylinders are served by a carburetor. The pressure fluctuations or pulsations hi

the intake passages have an interesting bearing on the metering performance of the carburetor.

At the outset it must be stated that no generally applicable analysis of the effects of pul-

sating flow in a carburetor is possible, since each combination of carburetor-intake piping and

engine cylinders constitutes a separate and special case.
'Iq_c following matter, based upon the results of a small group of observations in the

Bureau of Standards carburetor testing plant, is offered as an indication of the order of magni-
tude of the variations in fuel metering and in effective carburetor capacity resulting from

modification of both the period and amplitude of the intake pulsations. The experimental

results apply only to the case of a given short length (15 inches) of straight pipe serving as the

carburetor outflow passage, between the carburetor flange and the pulsator spindle.

Manifold branchings between the several cylinders of an engine and the common carburetor

outflow passages have an important bearing on the nature of the pulsations in the latter and

LThis report was confidentially circulated during the war as Bureau of Standards Aeronautic Power Plants Report No. 46.
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n the carburetorl Opportunity has not as yet presented itself for an experimental study of

this phase of the problem; but special apparatus in which the work can be done is now con-
templated, and it is hoped to report on the whole subject, and in considerable detail at some
future date.

Owing to the arrangement of the carburetor testing apparatus in which the present work

was done, pulsations occurred in the air-metering orifice with carburetor chamber pressures

greater than 580 ram. of barometer column. Since it is essential that tile air meter be undis-

turbed, the runs here recorded were made with the chamber tlg'ottled to 500 ram., this being

sufficient throttling to insure steady flow through the metering orifice.
Two carburetors, A and B (figs. 1 and 2), were run under the condition of full load at an

atmospheric pressure of 500 ram. Reference runs were made with steady flow in each case.

Pulsating flows, ranging in period from 600 to 4,200 per minute, were then induced, with the

same weight of air passing in unit time; and observations of pressures and mixture ratio were
obtained for each increment of pulsation rate. Three amplitudes of pulsation were included:

'[3m minimum possible with the'apparatus, an intermediate value, and the maxhnum possible.

Both carburetors were oi)erated under identical conditions of both period and amplitude of

the pulsations.
The observations of chamber, throat and outlet pressures result in the curves of coeffi-

cients of discharge and of pressure recovery ratios (P_/P_) in plots 3 and 4; and observations
of the fuel disctmrge permit a like statement of the effects of pulsations upon the metering or

charge proportioning.
At the time this work was done, it was impossible to record the amplitudes of the pulsa-

tions, tIowever, it may be taken that the minimum amplitude used was a reasonably close

approach to the condition of a single carburetor supplyhlg eight or more cylinders, while the
maximum amplitude approached that experienced when a single carburetor supplies only three

cylinders, whose pumping strokes are disposed symmetrically.
[n discussion of the curves of plots 3 and 4 it should be pointed out that those of the coeffi-

cients of discharge are of no great significance as a measure of carburetor capacity. They have

an important be_tring, howev(,r, ()n the meterhlg, an(] on the case where the carburetor throat

is being utilized as an air meter, as is sometimes done in experimental and development work.

It may be taken that the curves of pressure recovery ratio (PJP_) more nearly describe

the changes in effective capacity with change in period and amplitude of the pulsations. In
each of the carburetors, it will be noted, the period or pulsation rate is of greater importance

than is the amplitude or pressure variation. In the set-up used, the maximum deviation

occurs in both cases at a pulsation rate of about 3,100 per minute. 'lTm curves approximate
the sine wave in form, as a result of resonance effects in the passages.

In any case, within the limits of the work, the maximum w_riati<m in effective capacity as

a result of pulsating flow, is of the order ()f <me-]mlf of 1 per cent.
As would be expected, the metering is somewhat more importantly affected, depending

upon the interrelation of parts and passages controlling it. Thus, in carburetor A, where only

changes ill throat pressure effect the fuel flow, the metering is only little disturbed, and that

consistently with the change in apparent throat coefficient. In carburetor B, on the other

hand, where both the throat and the float chamber pressure are subject to separate modifica-

tion by the pulsations, the result is quite different. The mean value of the mixture ratio over

a considerable range of period is that forum under steady flow conditions. But the ratio varies

harmonically through fairly wide limits as the pulsation period is changed.
In conclusion it can be stated, in the light of the little work done, that (1) the effect upon

carburetor capacity of used rates and amplitudes of pulsation is so small as to be practically

negligible, and that (2) the metering is affected sufficiently to warrant that pulsation rate and
amplitude be taken into account in developing a fitting of a carburetor to an engine. In final

word, the amplitude of pressure pulsation is reduced to negligibility upon throttling to between

0.5 and 0.6 of the full-load air capacity in a carburetor.
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PART V.

NATURAl, AND REQUlRED METERING CHARACTERISTICS OF CARBURETORS. 1

[_y PEI_C_VAL S. TICE.

RI_,SUM_.

The folh_wing vei)m't is a d is('ussi(,n _f the theoretical and ez<perimel_tal mixture pr_,portil,,-

lag characteristics of ,rl)uret<>rs as :qJt>]ied t_ tile <.<)nditions of aircraft service; and chiefl_

considers tile weight rel'_I;ionshif> of air to) fuel in the mixture with respect t,> varying atmospheric

pressure and temperature. Since a st't/emeut ,)f carl)uretor perforrmmce is ()f little value iu

the absence of a corresptmding statenleut of what is required, it has seerm,d advisable to group

cart)uretor performance with engi_le requirements, and consider the two together. It is thought
that the preseut treatment (_f these two really distitlct matters is fully justi[ied in the absence of

any prior definition of what c(,nstitutes the optinlum performance of a carl)ureL_,r.
The experimental w(_rk ,,n which tlle report is based iueludes investig:_tions of aircraft

engines and their requirements and _f live ,,arl)uretoI'S, l)etweeu the linlits of i_lea.D annual

pressure at ground level and that ,orrespon(tillg _lpproximately to 30,000 feet altitude. Com-

pensation characteristics [_f three of the carburetors are studied in detail, at each of several

at m(}spheric pressures, at all ],')'uls under thr()lth, t)etween full load and one-tenth load, c,)rre-

sl>m_ding to idling of the engine.

.'t new type of carl)uret()r l_:>ssessiu_ almr)sl ,omplet(' i_herent altim(,tvi(. (._,ml)ensatim_

is included and its perfl)rmauce _malyze_l.

With respect to engine requirements, the re(we important Colwlusi(>us reached are: (1) The
mixture rati<_ for maximum power is practic_Aly :_.<.(instant (at, about 15 f,,r the gasoline) at all

air densities; (2) tile o]>Limum _ixtut'c ratio, c,msidered fr_,m the standl>t,i,._t of maximum fuel

econom.,:, is m>t co]lsLant, |)ut deerc:lses with t.h(' atut(,sf,horic density; and (3) the oI)timunl
mixture must be in(Teasingly richer in fuel at i)art loads under throttle ttlan under full throttle.

With resl>e<'t to _atural <,arbm'et_>r perf(>rman<'e, it is ,.,,nch, h,d: (1) The (n'dinarily employed

variations in structure and in method of fuel contr(d iu ,,arbm'etors effect inapi)recialAe modi-
ficati_ms of the altimetric compensation; (2) the ordimu'ily en_ployed variati(ms in carburetor

structure aml in method ,)f fuel contr(,1 ver b, materially m_)dify the mixture ratio with h)ad

change under thr,_ttle; al_d (3) a l>hdl_-tube carburetor with-u_ moviug parts c(mCr(dliug the

fuel discharge cau be made t,_ give a working approximati,m t,, ,.,,ml)lete altimetri(, correction
of the mixture.

NATURAL METERING CHARACTERISTICS.

In aircraft service the . outstanding, causes of variation in mixture l)rop_,rtioning in

carburetors are change i_ at nl(,spheric pressure, change in atmospheric temperature, t_ud change

in load. It must be ])[,i_te(l out th'tt the direction and exteut of the variati(m with h>ad depends

upon the design of the carburetor, and is capable of coatrol independe_ltly of the ainu)spheric

pressure or temperature.
Referred t_ altitude in feet above the earth's surface, the curves of ph,t I give the mean

annual pressures au(t temperatures for the United States, from observations l)v the United
States Weather Bureau. The density curve of plot 1 is computed from the values of the curves

This report _ ,,u c,>nfidentially cireuh_ted dtlling the war as Bureau of Standards Aeronautic Power Phul_s He])or! No. 17.
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Considering ordinary carburetor mountings on aircraft, it appears that the carburetor air

supply will always be at a temperature somewhat above that of the atmosphere. In fact, in

many cases, the change in carburetor air temperature will be relatively small throughout a

flight, even though great altitudes are attained. Thus it may be taken that the curves of

plot 2 for a constant carburetor air temperature more nearly describe tile enrichment rates

to be expected in service than do those where the carburetor air temperature is that of the

atmosphere.
FUEL VISCOSITY.

In further discussion of plot 2, it should be pointed out that a carburetor may have a fuel

metering orifice the discharge from which is considerably affected by change in the viscosity

of the fuel with temperature change. So great is the viscosity control of the discharge for
large length to diameter ratios in the jet, that it is possible to select a jet proportion which

will largely correct the mixture ratio under the variations in temperature of plot 1. But since
the adventitious changes in temperature of the atmosphere during any flight are not neces-

sarily orderly, and do not necessarily follow the annual mean of plot 1, such correction can

not be relied upon. The daily or even hourly temperature variation at any one level m'ly be

as much as 50 per cent of the total variation of the annual mean betweeh ground and 15,000
feet altitude.

However, mixture ratio variations with fuel viscosity change 4 must t>c considered in

aircraft carburetor performance if the carburetor is subjected to consider.title temperature

variations, since the development of load compensation in carburetors almost always includes

jet modifications in which the viscosity effect is not inappreciable.

FUEL CONSUMPTION AND POWER.

In the B. M. E. P.-mixture ratio diagram of plot 3 appears the ratio curve of plot 2 for
Tx = To; and below are given B. M. E. P. vs. density curves corresponding to this mixture ratio

variation and to the constant maximum power ratio of 15. The relative specific consumption

(relative lb./h.p./hr.) curve for the natural ratio variation, considered together with the natural

anti the maximum B. M. E. 1_. curves, brings out clearly that the major effect of the natural

enrichment in a carburetor is not so much represented by a failure in the development of

power as by a loss in fu_l economy. This amounts to 50 per cent st an atmospheric density

of 0.030 pound per cubic foot.
For the attainment of maximum indicated fuel economy, the specific consumption nmst

be maintained constant at all air densities. The natural discharge of fuel, w:, must hence

be reduced to w:', and the relative reduction in fuel discharge is represented by

w-_=-w--='=l-_p_'wherewx'=w°P_'w_

the change in speed being neglected and T: taken as equal to To.

Considering only the engine and its behavior, the specific fuel consumption (in pounds

per I. H. P. per hour) F_, on the basis of the indicated mean effective pressure, P_, varies only

inversely as the value of the mixture ratio. Thus the indicated economy of an engine goes on

increasing right up to the superior or maximum air/fuel limit of combustibility of the charge.
But the usefulness of an engine is proportional to its brake mean effective pressure in

pounds per square inch, Pb; and the value of Pb is not a definite function of Pi. As a conse-

quence it is impossible to write a general expression for the brake specific consumption, 2_,

without including empirical Pb values. However, having experimental data describing the

relationships between Pb and R, the optimum values of R with respect to economy of opera-

tion, are readily found.
By definition: Fa=w/B.H.P.; w= W/R; B.H.P. varies as NPb; and therefore the relative

specific consumption, Fb, varies as W/RNPb. But also, in the case of an engine with a propel-
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ler load, B.tt.P.ccN3p, hence Ncc_/Pb_p.. Substituting this value in the expression for brake

specific consumption, we have

w -;

But since, by definition WeeP, the relative specific consumption can be written

MAXIMUM ECONOMY.

Solving this expression, including the values of p, R and Pb in plot 3, results in the maximum

economy or optimum R values shown in plot 5, curve A. Since the engine from which these

data were obtained is typical of the best practice in water-cooled aircraft engines, it. is admissible
here to make the general statement that the optimum value of the mixture ratio under open

throttle is not a constant with wlrying atmospheric density, and that it is very approximately

represented by R = 106p+ 15, the equation for the "maximum economy" curve at A, in plot 5.

Expressing this relationship as a per cent of the ground mixture ratio results in the char-
acteristic enrichment curve of plot 5 at C, designated "maximum economy." in considering

this curve it must not be overlooked that it can apply only in the case of realization of the

experimental optimum ratio at ground level. The enrichment at any atmospheric density,

necessary to secure maximum power as distinguished from maximum economy (from plot 3),

is represented in plot 4 by the difference between the ordinate values of the two curves C and
D at the density in question. For ready comparison, the optimum ratio values from curve A,

plot 4, are iudicated in plot 3 as those of maximum economy.
Since the rates of change in the specific consumption are very small in the neighborhood

of the optimum values, plot 4, it is desirable in practice to work with ratios smaller than the

optimum, in view of the increased outputs obtainable, and considering that by this device

small irregularities in the functioning of the carburetor will less impair the regularity of the

engine performance. Thus a ratio of 20 at ground density is seldom exceeded.

CARBURETOR OBSERVATIONS.

In the following summary of observations of natural metering characteristics of carburetors,

in the Bureau of Standards' carburetors testing plant, the air temperature was maintained

constant at all pressures in any set or group of runs. Thus the possible change in mixture ratio

with fuel viscosity change does not appear, and the order of magnitude of the variation in the

mixture proportion can be considered as very approximately that to be expected in many of the

ordinary service environments of carburetors.
The work represents a complete study of mixture ratio and its variations throughout

a range of densities of from 0.075 to 0.030 pound per cubic foot (zero altitude to approximately

30,000 feet) for both open and part throttle settings of the carburetor. Each of the several
carburetors included was designed to supply mixture to three Liberty engine cylinders, 5 inches

bore by 7 inches stroke. Under open throttle it was found by test 5 of this engine that the

weight of air taken by three cylinders was 0.225 pound per second at an air density of 0.075
and at ] ,700 r. p. m., and that the air taken at other densities was as the relative density.

The chart of plot 6 gives graphically the relations of air weight and manifold pressure drop

for these three cylinders, under the several conditions of air density and of loading, as developed

from data of engine tests in the Bureau of Standards' altitude laboratory3 By the term load

is here meant that portion of the open-throttle air weight taken at the designated value of the

load. ]n the runs involving throttle closure, the controls of the carburetor and of the testing

plant were adjusted to maintain the values indicated in plot 6.

6 The Bureau of Standards' altitude laboratory is fully described and illustrated in Report I";o.44.
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The mixture ratio observations on each carburetor are presented in two ways--ratio and

per cent variation in ratio with density for several loads, and ratio and per cent variation in
ratio with load for the several densities. The former expresses the altimetric compensation at

the several relative loads, and the latter the load compensation with change in density. In

each case, the per cent variation is stated in terms of the full load ratio at the ground.
The five carburetors included in the observations are designated in the following as A, B,

C, D, and E, s and are shown in diagrammatic section in figures 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11, respectively.

The results of the observations are shown in plots 12 to 20, inclusive.

Considering the natural altimetric compensation curves 7 of plots 12 and 13, for carburetors

A and C, it appears that the full-load characteristics of these carburetors are practically iden-

tical, and are those of the theoretical case of plot 2, with Tx= To. The variations in the values

found are only of such an order as might be expected in two designs embodying the differences

in structure and method represented by the two cases. For all loads less than full load, and
at all densities, the enrichments found in carburetor C are greater than in A, and this increase

in fuel content is relatively greater at the larger densities. This is clearly presented in the cor-

responding load compensation curves of plots 15 and 16, and results from the differences in the
two methods of fuel control under throttle. With small densities the natural full-load enrich-

ments are so great that the characteristic changes in ratio with load become of lesser significan(.e.

The load compensations, with respect to the peculiarities of structure of each device, are

considered separately from the altimetrie compensations, and their analyses are _ouped to-

gether in the latter part of this report.
The altimetric compensation characteristics of carburetor B, plot 14, merit some discussion,

since they depart markedly from those for conventional carburetors. The relatively greater

pressure loss through a carburetor with smaller atmospheric pressures, s as in plot 18, for car-

buretor B at open throttle, is utilized to reduce the head ejecting fuel from the metering jet

under this condition. The weight of fuel discharged in this carburetor is expressed w = _:- P_,

where Ps is the throat outlet pressure communicated to the float chamber and P: is that at the

nozzle outlet. For any one value of the relative load, W/P = V= a constant; hence PJP = a

constant and P2 = cP. But Pt/P is not a constant, since the relative loss due to friction through

the carburetor increases with lesser values of P and bears the relationship, from plot 18,

P_
_-=aP+ b; and Ps= aP2+ bP, where a is the slope of the curve, plot 18, and b its intercept on

the Ps/P axis. Substituting in the expression for weight of fuel discharged, we have

w = _/aP:+bP--cP, from which it appears that when b is equal to c

w coP, and that
Px

wx = W0po, which is the relationship giving an invariable mixture ratio with altitude change.

6 Carburetor A (fig. 7) is the Zenith Carburetor Co.'s design, used as equipment on aeronautic engines. It is compensated for load changes by

compounding the two nozzle discharges, one of them passing into an intermediate atmospheric well. Altimetric mixture correction is secured by

a manuatiy operated ptug valve controttiug the float chamber pressure. The setting used is as follows: Throat, 1.22 inches diameter; main jet,

No. 140; compensator jet, No. 150; and idling well, No. 100. The numbers of the Jets indicate the cubic centimeters of water discharged per minute

under a 12-inch head.

Carburetor B (fig. 8) is an experimental design by the Btewart-Warner Speedometer Corporation, developed to possess inherent aitimetric

mixture regulation. The throttle is placed in the air intake, to secure maximum pressure differences on the spraying device. Compensation for

load changes is secured by equalization of the float chamber pressure with that in the throat outlet. The setting used is as follows: Throat, 1.312

inches diameter; fuel passage, 0.067 inch diameter; and air passage through the nozzle, 0.199 inch minimum diameter.

Carburetor C (fig. 9) is an aeronautic type produced by the Stromberg Motor Devices Co. It is compensated for load changes by the sizes and

spacings of air and fuel portings in the assembly of the main nozzle member. Both fuel and air discharge into the throat of the main air passage.
Altimetrie correction of the mixture is by regulation of the float chamber pressure, either by a hand operated valve or by an automatic valve under

controlofananeroidbellows. Thesettingusedisasfollows: Mainairthroat, l.50inchesdiamater; mainfuel Jot,0.089 inch diameter; atmospheric

vent to the well, four holes 0.038 inch diameter.

Carburetor D (fig. 10) is the vortex type produced by the Ensign Carburetor Co. Air enters the vortex chamber tangentially, and its rotation

e_uses a lowering of the pressure at th_ center of the mass, where the fuel is admitte4. The work done on this carburetor included only enough
runs to define its natural altimetrie compensation under open throttle.

Carburetor E (fig. 11) is a design produced by the Marvel Carburetor Co. It is characterized hy t he upstream inclination of it s fuel discharge

passages, wifich is relied upon to give load compensation, except at idling. AItimetric correction is obtained by a large mammlly operated plug

valve admitting air directly to the passage on the engine side of the throat. Only its natural open throttle altimetric perlormauee was studied

7 It should be clearly understood that throughout the Investigation of carburetors, included in this report, no attempt was made to correct the

mixture proportions by manipulation of the control provided for that purpo_0, On])" _h_ natural eh_n_ j_ f_iJV Were $_udied, or are of interest

in the present case, since anything desired can be obtained @ith suitable setting of the control member.

BSee also the curves aecompanylng Part IIl of this report.
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Actually it is not possible to make b and c equal. And, considering the need for somewhat

enriched mixtures for maximum economy at reduced pressures (plots 3 and 4), it is undesirable

to reduce b to equality with c. It is obvious that the ratio of the passage areas (AJA) controls

the value of c, and that b is largely controllable in the design of the fuel nozzle and the adjutage

of the air throat, s since it is functional with the turbulence in the air stream. Since b is nor-

mally greater than c in good designs permitting the attaimnent of high values for the volumetric
eJF_ciency Jn an engine, it is e_'ident that with a given e the only way to obtain smaller b values

is by an increase iu the turbulence in the throat adjutage, thus obtaining mixture control at

the expense of effective capacity. It follows that adjustment of the relationship between b

and c is best accomplished by manipulation of the ratio of areas A2/A.

Reference to figure 10 shows that the metering structure of carburetor D is wholly different

from the foregoing cases in that the air stream is early set ill rotation by virtue of its

tangential entrance to the so-called vortex chamber. The rotation of the air mass within the
chamber causes a lowering of the pressure at its center, due to the action of centrifugal force.

In this case the metering head on the fuel is directly as the difference between the pressure of

the atmosphere and that at the axis of rotation. Since the latter varies as V 2, as does also the

pressure at the throat in a conventional tube type carburetor, the fundamental compensation

characteristics are identical in the two cases. The observed altimetric compensation of carbu-

retor l) is shown in plot 19.

Carburetor E, figure 11, is a tube type in which the fuel discharges at the throat from

passages inclined at 45 ° with reference to the axis of the passage, thus facing them somewhat
against the air stream. The result is that the difference in pressure to which the metering

passage is subjected is less than that with the ordinary jet structure. The pressure at the

throat varies as V", as in the typical case, but is modified with respect to the fuel discharge

passages by tim changing lines of flow, with changing velocity, about the piece in which the

discharge passages arc formed. Also the metering head varies inversely as some function of

the density of the air passing the openings. The gross result is represented by an altimetric

compensation curve, plot 19, which, starting at ground density, at first has a smaller rate of
enrichment than has the simI)le conventional case. This rate becomes an increasingly greater

one as the density is reduced, until at a density of 0.030 pound per cubic foot, the rate of enrich-

met_t is very approximately one and one-half times that for the theoretical case.

COMPRESSION RATIO AND PERMISSIBLE LOADING.

In aircraft engines the compression ratio may be anywhere between 4.5 and 6.5 (with certain

blended and modified fuels it is both possible and desirable to carry this ratio up to slightly

over 7.) With the resulting compression pressures it is possible to operate the engine at and

near full throttle on mixture ratios (air/fuel) up to and including 24. The approximate minimum

fuel consumption in pounds per B. H. P. per hour is obtained at full load at the ground with

a mixture ratio of about 20. A/so, the output with this ratio is within about 3 per cent of the

maximum obtainable from the engine, plot 3.

Where the compression ratio is carried to 5.3 or above, as is usual in high output engines,
it is imperative that the engine be not operated with open throttle at the ground for more

than a very few moments at any one time. For this reason it is the exception to operate land

aircraft at more than about 0.85 load at and near the ground. At higher levels a greater relative

loading is permissible because of lowered air density.

Thus it is permissible to design for a high-ceihng aircraft on the basis of reduced loading

at the ground. Iu plot 19 the altimetric compensation characteristics of all five carburetors

are plotted on _he basis of full load at all densities. For comimrison , the altimetric character-

istics of carburetor B is given, on the basis of 0.95 load at ground, varying to full load at a

density of 0.030 pound per cubic foot.
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Considering the altimetric compensation between the density limits of 0.075 with 0.85

load, and 0.030 with full load, the relative performances of carburetors A, B, and C are as in

plot 20.
CONDITIONS CONTROLLING ECONO_fY.

It is evident that mixtures of air and fuel vapor are explosive in an engine cylinder between

widely separated limits of coml)osition. While there is a superior limit, maximum air to fuel,
as well as an interior one that ('an not be passed for the production of a useful result, it is rather

toward tile superior limit that it is found most advantageous to work, considering the si:ecific

consumption of fuel. Particularly is this true in aircraft service, where the fuel constitutes

a considerable portion of the weight transported. Economy of fuel is of l_aramount imt;ortance.

Compared with the condition of open or nearly open throttle performance, the above aPt_lies

with equal force to the conditions of part load, since the major portion of an ordinary flight is

carried out with tile engine delivering somewhere between 0.5 and 0.8 of its full Imwer.

It is interesting to examine the l)robable rate at which the mixture ratio can be modified

most favorably under the conditions of part-load operation. There is but little experimental

data on which the analysis can be based; and there are none that include simultaneously all
the conditions of engine ol)eration.

The three external conditions fixing the ratio of maximum economy are those controlling

the rate of propagation of the combustion: the temperature of the charge at the time of ignition ;
its pressure at time of igaitioll; and its dilution with noncombiifing gases. There must be

mentioned also, as highly im,)ortant contrihuting conditions, the turbulence ia the ignited mass
of charge, and the extent of the initial ignition. But since these last are nearly constants in

any one case, they very reasonably may be omitted at this time.

The temperature of the charge at time of ignition is functional with its temperature at the

beginning of compression, and with the compression ratio. The latter is fixed in any one

case; and the former varies with the condition of the charge in the manifolding and with the

heat given up to it by the cylil_der parts and by the residual gases in the cylinder.

Here it is necessary to make some assumptions. The unvaporized fuel content of the charge

at its entry to the cylinder is normally quite considerable. But it is possible for a mixture

having a suitable proportion of fuel to exist in a state of dIyness at the pressures and ordinary

temperatures of the intake manifold. A consideration of the cylinder charge temperature is

much simplified if it is assumed that the heat taken from the cylinder parts sere'as only to dry

the charge, without altering its temperature. On this basis, the increase in charge temperature
in the cylinder o,'er that in the nlanifold is o_lly that due to the mixing with the heated residual

gases from the preceding cycle. Since tlle mean specific heats of charge an(l residue are approxo
imately equal, the resulting mean temperature at end of the charging stroke may be expressed

We + Wr

where w is weight and T absolute temperature of charge and residue, designated by the sut_-

scripts _ and _, respectively.

Knowing T,, the temperature at time of ignition T 2 is found from the expression for

adiabatic compression

where v,/v_ is the compression ratio.

expressed _

Likewise the pressure at end of

p2 = p_(_)l.3.

compression P2 is

u The value oi the exponent k_l.3 is an empirical value found, as the result of many experimental trials at the Bureau of Standards and else
wlmre, more nearly to suit engine conditions than does the value 1.41 for air alone.
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In the following Px, is taken equal to the mean intake manifold pressure, and the ratio vl/v2

equal t_ 5.3.
The dilution D, of fresh charge with residual gases is D=w/wc.
On this basis, from the curves of plot 6, and from additional engine-test data obtained

in the Bureau of Standards altitude laboratory, the cur,'es of plot 21 result as apploximatcly

describing characteristic variations in the ratio controlling conditions of pressure, temperature,

and dilution, under throttle.

EFFECTS OF COMPRESSION PRESSURE.

In constant volume experiments 10 it develops that the direct influence upon rate of com-

bustion of initial pressure, other conditions being constant, is fairly small with mixtures of

about the theoretical combining proportions. However, with somewhat poorer mixtures, the

direct effect of change in initial pressure is of great importance, and becomes increasingly so

as the proportion of fuel is reduced. At the same time the ratio of pressure rise (explosion

pressure/initial pressure) is practically a constant for a given mixture ratio, irrespective of tile
initial pressure. These experimental relationships are expressed graphically in plot 22, and

particular attention is called to the fact there generally indicated that as either limit of explosi-
bility is approached, the times to attain maximum pressure are more nearly equal for different

initial pressures. It is in the region of the intermediate ratios that the major direct effects of

initial pressure are realized with respect to rate of combustion.
The above supplies a qualitative explanation of the enrichment required under open

throttle as the atmospheric pressure is reduced. Since an aircraft engine suffers only a com-

paratively small speed reduction with lowered atmospheric pressure, it is necessary that the
rate of combustion of the charge be maintained somewhere near constancy for tim attainnlent

of maximum economy. Since the compression pressure is a direct function of the atmospheric

pressure, it follows that to maintain the rate of combustion the mixture must be enriched as the

atmospheric pressure is reduced.
Under part throttle the foregoing considerations of the effect of compression pressure apply;

but there must also be taken into account the effects of change in charge temperature and of

change in dilution with products from the preceding cycle.
On the assumptions made iu the foregoing, the temperature curves of plot 21 (for an engine

having a partially water-jacketed intake manifold) indicate that the temperature at end of

compression will change but slightly, and at the same time favoraoly, as the throttle ol)ening
is reduced. For au approximation, it may be taken that the influence of temperature changes

may be neglected. In general the fuel in the mixture, considering a given rate of combustion,
must be an in_'erse function of the temperature _ plot 23. This follows from the fact that the

higher the charge temperature the less additional heat will be needed to raise a given portion
of the charge to its ignition temperature; and consequently the less need be the heat of com-

bustion to cause propagation throughout the whole mass of the charge.

CHARGE DILUTION.

The separate and direct effects of dilution of the charge with the chief combustion product
have been very thoroughly investigated, at atmospheric pressure and temperature, for mixtures

of air with methane and with natural gas, diluted with carbon dioxide. I_ For mixtures having
various ratios of air to fuel, subsequently diluted with varying proportions of ('O2, it is found

in all cases that the superior limit of explosibility, i. e., maximum air to fuel, is reduced as the
dilution is increased. This follows from two chief causes: The relatively high specific heat

capacity of carbon dioxide; and the dilution of the oxygen content of the charge. ])lot 23
includes a plotting of the explosibility limits for mixtures of air and natural gas diluted with

_o Bairstow and Alexmnder, Prec. Royal Soc. (Brit.) 1905; closed-vessel experiments on mixtures of coal gas and air.

u The observations given in plot 23, on the controlling influences of temperature and dilution, arc taken from U. S. Bm'eau o[ Mines Technical

Papers, No. 121, Burell and Robertson, on The Effects of Temperature and Pressure on tim Explosibility o[ Metllane-Alr Mixtures, and No. 43,

Clement, on The Influence o[ Inert Gases on Inflammable Gaseous ML_tnres.
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carbon dioxide. The graph lnay be taken as characteristic of the effects of such dilution upon

mixtures, of air and fuel vapor, at atmospheric pressure and temperature.

While it is impossible, in the absen_'e of dire('t experimental data, to state definitely what
the combined effc_'ts of reduced compression pressure a,d in_reased charge dilution will neces-

sitate in tile way of cltange in the air-fuel ratio, it is evident that such a combination will impose

a greater enrichment than will either one alone. If it is assumed (1) that the effect of change
in the one condition is unmodified by simultaneous change in the other; (2) that the order

of variation in the optimum mixture is the same with charge dilution as in the case of the

superior explosive limit (plot 23); and (3) that the range of cxph)sibility at maximum dilution

in an engine is 50 per cent of that with minimum dilution, _2it results that at a density of 0.035

pound per cubic foot, and 0.1 load, the mixture ratio shouhl have a value of approximately
15.5 for maximum economy.

Since the compression pressures at 0.l load are nearly the same at all air densities, and
since the same is true of t]le dilutions and temperatures, it can be taken that the optimum

mixture ratio (that of maximum economy) ,ipproaehes that of maximmn power, at all

densities, as the thr,)ttle is closed to tile idling position.
In final consideration of plot 21, it should be noted that while at ground level 0.1 the

maximum air correspo:lds very approximately to idling of the engine, the relative loading at

idling in,n'eases as the density is reduced, since ahnost as much power is required to turn the
motet" over at small densities as at large. 'i'tm% at reduced ([ensities it is impossible to reduce

the relative air to its idling value at the ground, without stalling the engine- unless its revolu-

tion is assisted t,y the rea:_tion of the propeller, as in des,'cnding flight. It appears that the
lelative air for idling at 0.035 density, plot 21, is very apl)roximately 0.4. In any (_ase, this

latter consideration has no bearing on the foregoing as a study of the carburetion requirements.

NATURAI_ LOAI) COMPENSATION.

The load compen:_ations of the several carburetors are i, tcresting, in that they are expres-

sions of individual preferment in metering method and structure, and of tile compromises
that have been included in each device, by choice or otherwise.

In the case of the elemental carburetor, comprising a constricted air passage having a

fuel passage discharging tit its throat, the load compensation is fundamentally perfect (dis-

regarding the requirements of the engine), in that a constant ratio 1)etween the weights of air
and of fuel will be maintained, if the coefficients of discharge for the air and the fuel passages

bear a fixed relationship to each other. '_ In practice there are several almost unavoidable

circumstances which modify this simple case, and there are those discussed conditions of require-

meat which make a constant weight relationship undesirable.

In the main, the load compensation of carburetor A, plot 15, follows that of tile simple
case above. But here w is made approximately proportional to IV, not by selection of passages

having a constant ratio of coefficients, but by utilizing the sum of the discharges of two nozzles

operating under dissimilar conditions. It is arranged, through separate means operating only
at the smallest air flows, to satisfy the requirement for an enriched mixture with reduced

relative air flow.

From the diaglam of carburetor B (fig. 8), it appears that throttle manipulation controls

the air charge weight by modification of the density of the air stream, as well as by'modification

of its velocity. This is a condition not contemplated in the simple case, in that V is no longer

only proportional to W at a given atmospheric density. The result in the relative performance
of (.arburetor B is that the fuel discharge reduces less rapidly than the air weight during throttle

closure, since the veh)city of the air stream is less reduced for a given change in charge weight.

The load compensation, neglecting the control exercised by the nozzle air passage, is identical

m Phisa.ssttlni)tion is quirt) generally supported by observation of permissible mixture ra(i_, ', ari_lion Ior s_eady operation, at J(lling and at

,q)ea thr Jttle.

_ At any air density W varie_ (tireetly as V; and w is prop_)rti(mal to _/l_or to_/l'-]5: where I'_ is the throat pressure. But within thedosir-

:Lblo range of values in a carburetor, _1_,2i,; is also directly as V. Ilol_ce w varies directly as \V.
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with the natural altimetrie compensation discussed in the foregoing for the theoretical case,
and found to exist in a conventional carburetor structure.

It seems that the load compensation of carburetor C has been developed with regard for
tile requirement_ of service, in so far as they are ].:flown. '['lie mixture ratio reduces ahnost

dire(_ly with the load. This results from the nozzle stru,,ture in which (h_erea_in/hea<ts across
the nozzle outlet cause less a_r to be admitte(l to medify the metering head, both t)y virtue of

the change in pressure differen('e and by virtue of a ,.hange in the effective area of the air ports.

This carburetor rei)resents the simp]e case, with a superimposed empiri('al metering character-

istic, and fitted in a<ldition u ith separate means for arbitrarily modifying the relative fuel
"discharge at the smallest air tlows.

CONCLUSIONS.

With respect to engine requirements, it may be said that the de_:irable metering charac-

teristics which a carburetor shouhl have can not be fixed absolutely, being dependent upon

type of service requirements. The following statement_ are given as the best available hy-

potheses upon which to b'_se c_trburetor design, in the light of our prescat knou ledge.
(1) The mixture ratio for development of maximum power is approximately constant (at

about 15 air/fuel for gasolines) at al! relative loads and at all air densities.

(2) The mixture ratio for the development of maximum economy at flfll load become,,

smaller as the atmospheric density is reduced.

(3) The mixture ratio for the development of maximum economy at part loads becomes
smaller as the load is reduced by throttling.

(4) The mixture ratio of maximum economy bec(,mes more nearly (Nual _o llmt giving
maximum t)¢Jwer as the output and as the atmospheric density are reduced.

With respect to the carburetor proper, it is concluded that:

(5) The ordinarily employed variations in structure and in method of fuel control, in

carburetors resembling the simple elemental type, effect inappreciable modifications of the

altimetrie compensation, being subject to the same considerable rate of enrichment with re-
duced atmosl)herie density.

(6) Ordinarily employed variations in carburetor structure and in method of fuel control

result in widely different characteristic changes in mixture ratio as the load is ('hanged by
throttle maniplflation.
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PART VI.

CONTROL OF CARBURETOR METERING CHARACTERISTICS FOR AIRCRAVI'

SERVICE?

By P_RCIVAL S. TICE and H. C. DICKIN'SON.

RI_SUME.

The following report is a discussion of ways and means of correcting the enrichment of the

mixture naturally occurring in carburetors under the conditions obtaining in flight at altitudes

above the earth's surface. Possible control methods are described and discussed ill the l;ght
of the requirements for best engine performance. The text includes a statement of tile need

for and the possibilities of an automatic mechanical regulation of the control device.

It is concluded that (1) any one of several control methods _ill be equally effective; (2)

automatic regulation of the control is, in general, more desirable than manual regulation; and
(3) it is possible to regulate the control automatically to give a complete correction of the
mixture at all altitudes.

CONTROL OF ALTIMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS.

Considering the desirable mixture ratio variations dictated by engine requia'ements, it is

evident that some form of control must be incorporated in a carburetor approximating the

simple type, 2 to permit it to serve the engine properly over a range of atmospheric densities.

The natural characteristic in a carburetor is that of too rapid increase in the relative fuel content

of the mixture, as the atmospheric density is reduced. Hence the altimetric control under

discussion is one that permits of modifying the natural air to fuel relationship in an inverse
manner to the changes in atmospheric density. The following is offered in discussi¢)n of means

for the accomplishment of this control.
The possible methods all involve a moditication of the relatiYe amount of fuel supplied,

since appreciable change in the weight of air taken is impracticable. These methods

di+ide into two classes, as follows: (1) Control of the area of the fuel metering passage; and

(2) control of the pressure difference or head across that passage. Of the two, the latter class

is that almost always employed, because it is less sensitive in adjustment and develt>ps into

simpler and less deli('ate structure, more in accordance with the accepted general aims in car-
buretor design.

In class (2) we have subclasses where the pressure difference is modified by ((l) control of

the tloat chamber pressure and (b) control of the nozzle outlet pressure. Of these, the former
at this time enjoys the greater vogue with carburetor designers, although, as will t)e shown, the

latter is capable of useful and simple development.

If, as is usual, the altimetric control is designed with special reference to the opell throttle

condition, it does not necessarily, in its open throttle setting, cause the engine to be supplied
with a desirable mixture when the throttle is partially closed. In such a case, the control

This report was confidentially circulated during the war as Bureau of Standards Aeronautic Power Plants Report No. 4s.
2 The simple c_rburotor is one po_essing a single constricted air passage, having a fuel passage discharging ai its throat, alld pr_,vide,l wil i} _

throt tie in its otltlet, ._oth_tt the velocity of 1he air in the throat is substantially proportional to the weighi of air tat,e,.

49
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must. be manipulated with tile throttle. A discussion of this ph'lse (ff the problem will be

entered into later, sin('c it constitutes a final criterim_ on the value (ff any proposed method.

Similarly, automatic regulation 'rod ease of "q)plieation ,)t" _mtom,_ti, regulalion of the control

will be discussed separately.

(hmsidering the simple requirement for the development of maximum power, it is necessary
that the mixture ratio be maintained constant re)tier all v,,n(litions. ]]em'e the necessary

relative reduction in fuel discharge will he equal to

' I) -- 'II) ' __ 1 1 --

or at altitude .r in tern> of the discharge at zero altitude the reduction in fuel is written

in which the following notation is used:

," =weight ()t' fuel naturally discharged _ 4A'I'.

,,' = weight ,)f fuel (lesired ¢c .Vp _ A'I'/T:

h = natural mctez'ing head on fuoloz _Yl':

h' = desired metering head ()it fuel _ ( No)-';

N=engine r. p. m.

P = atmospheric pressure, absolute :
T=atmospheri(:" temperature, absolut(.

p= atmospheric density I)ounds per unit volume.

In the ease of class (I), in which the area of the fuel passage ix under eonlrol, the requisite

relative reduction in area is as expressed above. 11l elqss (2), where the metering head is con-
trolled, the ne(.essarv relative reduction in head will be

a - h' NP No
1, - = 1 .1_= 1 T '

or at altitude x in terms ,)f zero altitude

N_P,: To" N,:p _:1'o
1--. T_=I-_VoPo ; r,"

[n genera[, the change in N witAl ('hange ill altitude is comparatively small, as is also the

ordinarily experien(.ed (.hange in T at the carburetor, hen(.e it may be permitted to write the

above expressions in the simplilied forms

,/": ,/Relative reduct,m in passage area :: 1 p = 1 P-*: and
Po

l J_ p.,.
Relative redu,.tion iu metering imad= 1 -/_ = 1 --oP

It is obvious that vont r,)l of the ttoat-vhamber pressure (cla,.s 2,*I is a('eomplished when the

float chamber is provided with a vent passage to the atmosp!wre, an(l is also in communication

with some point at subatmospheri(' prt,ssm'c in the carburetor air passage. The controlling or

regulating member is a valve in one or the other of these passage*, as in tigure 1. In such a

design, suitable sele('tion of relative passage capacities and locations must be made to insure

0mr the control will have sufli(.ient range to accomplish its purpose.

Control of the nozzle-outlet pressure ((:lass 2b) can be accomplished in each of several ways.

The velocity of the air passing: the rtozzle (,a_l t)e modified by altering the effe(:tive area of the
passage about the nozzle outlet (l#i_.,_._'> at A.). The relative am(mttt <ff air l)a_ing the nozzle.

and therefore the velo('ity, ,'an 1)e modified l)y au atmosl>heri(' by-pass, admitting air to the

varburetor at a point beyond the main air throat (Fig. 2 at B.). And, with fixed air passages,

the nozzle-outlet pressure can |>e mo(li(h,(_ b.v venting the out_e_ of the nozzle itself to the

atmosphere (Fig. '2 at C).
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Each of the foregoing methods has been applied to aircraft service, usually under direct

manual regulation; and each cau be fully ade(luate xvher/ suitably proportioned and ('on-

trolled. There is thus no question of relative effectiveness. Oa the other hand, tile structural

differences are considerable, and there is room for selectioH of method, considering simplicity,
ease of produ(_tion, and reliability through obviati<m of possible irregularities. This last point.

reliability, assumes its greatest importance when it is attempted to substitute aut<nnatie regu-
lation for the more usual hand control.

EFFECT OF TIIROTTLE POSITION (}N AIJI'IMETRIC COMPENSATION.

Considering the altimetric control as having been properly set at. any altitude, under open
throttle, it is important to examine what happens to the mixture ratio as the throttle is dosed.

Complete altimetric correction involves a fixed percentage reduclion in the fuel flows, (!ore-
pared with those occurring at the ground, for all relative loadings.

Having regard for class (1), it is obvious that having made a c(}rrect a(ljustmellt of the

fuel metering area at any on_ loading, a change in air flow will leave the relationship with
gromld ratios undisturbed, provided the change in area ha._ not altered the. eoefli(,ient Of dis-

charge of the passage. It can hardly he hoped t(, accomplish this last with any ordinary or
simple form of adjusting structure; and this. together with the extreme sensitiveness of the
method, has resulted in its narrow use.

In the type of (;lass (2a) controlling the tloat-chamber pressure, Ihe subatmospheric (:olt-

nection must of uecessity enter the air passage of the carburetor as sho_n in tigure 1. But
the pressures in the adjutage of the throat do not bear a constant relation to that of the atmos-

phere with change in air flow. 3 This results in change i_ the th)at-chamber pressure under

throttle manil)ulatiou with any one setting of the control. Admitting that the ground load

compensation is correct with the control in the off position, it appears that a varying tloat-
chamber pressure, as at an altitude, will prevent its duplication, since it will c.h'mge the order

of variation of the metering head with change in relative load. The change in adjutage pres-

sure with load is such as to cause a malerial enrichment of the mixttH'e as the throttling is
increased. In ('lass (2a), then, the altimetric control must be shifted with the throttle.

Passing to (.lass (2b), with regulation of the ett'ecIive throat area (ease A, tlg. 2), the pressure
along the axis in the entrance of the movable tube will be in constaz_t ratio with that in the

throat at all densities. .ks a result the gcound h)ad <'oml)ef_sation will he duplicated at an).
altitude with a sblgle setting of the altimetrie control.

Likewise, in case B of tigurc '2, the same result is accomplished if' the ('oetli('ient of dis-

charge across the auxiliary port, at _tny set opeaing, varies (lirectly wiih that of the main

throat passage as the air flow changes. This latter _'on(lition can be ahnost fully realized with
suitable design of the auxiliary passage.

At all except the smallest air flows the control method at C, figure 2, will l)ermit of main-

tenance of the ground load comI)eusatiou at any altitude on a fixed setting of the control,

since the pressure at the thro,tt at auy relative air flow hears a conslaut relationship to that
of the atmosphere. At the smallest air /lows at altitudes, the mixture will be richer iu fuel

than at correspoudit_g ground tlows by an alnouut del>ending upou the height of the nozzle

member above the point of entry of the air stream. This et,riehmeilt will he greater the greater
the altitude.

EFFECT OF ALTIMETRIC CONTI_OL ON DIVISION OF FUEl,.

A further point which can not be wholly neglected is the effect of the altimetric control

upon the fineness of division of the fuel, through alterati(ms ()f the lnagnitudes of lhe forces

causing spraying. Of the methods discussed, those at A aml 12, figure 2, are the oldv ones in

which use of the control reduces the energy available for sprayia/. The method at C, figure 2.
obviously promotes division of the liquid. That of figure 1 leaves the spraying unaltered.

a Soe the ellrce of pre._s_2re lo._s in carburetor pa_._.,e_ accomp_mying l';_rt 111 of t hi._ repot.
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CRITICISM OF CONTROL STRUCTURE.

Structurally, the methods involving a small plug valve controlling an air stream (fig. 1,

and C, fig. 2) are the simplest and most easily produced. Also their regulation is comparatively
direct and involves small forces and a minimum of parts. For such reasons, these methods are

the ones almost always encountered in service. On the other hand, each requires special

manipulation to cover the complete throttling range most advantageously.

The method at, A, figure 2, possesses the structural disadvantages attendant upon con-
trohed motion of one of the carburetor's major organs. The parts must be made to move

freely, and auxiliary members must be included to nullify the effects of lack of balance in the

forces to which the controlled member is subjected. This further complicates the structure

and makes reliability of performance more difficult to attain, particularly when only small

displacing forces are available.

On the above scores, the method at B, figure 2, is superior to that at A, in that unbalance

is easily eliminated by mounting two valves on a single stem, and causing one to open inwardly

as the other opens outwardly. This gives the desired result without material complication

and with no additional working parts.

A possible disadvantage ill this method is the size of the auxiliary air port that must be

provided. At an atmospheric pressure equal to one-half that at the ground (P_/Po =0.5) the
uncontrolled or natural mixture will contain 1.415 times the desired amount of fuel. That is

to say, the metering head is twice as great as it should be to maintain equality of the mixture

ratio with that at the ground. From this it results that one-half the air taken l)y the engine
will be required to pass the auxiliary port under this condition of atmospheric pressure. But

since the coefficient of discharge for a passage such as the auxiliary must be, is only about

0.75 that for a carburetor-throat tube, the area of the auxiliary- port must be 0.5/0.75 = 0.66

of the total passage area through the carburetor, or approximately 1.5 times that of the car-
buretor throat.

The most serious aspect of unbalanced forces upon the controlled member, or of compli-
cated actuating mechanism, is faced when it is attempted to regulate by automatic means.

Here a definite displacement must follow the application of a definite but small force applied

by the regulator. But where automatic regulation is employed, it is clearly essential that th6
load compensation be unaffected, or negligibly affected, by the position of the controlled member.

As previously stated, method B, figure 2, is one of the few with which this result is possible.
For the best results throughout a flight, the setting of the altimetric control must be

changed in a very definite manner. Thus, automatic regulation of the control will be highly

desirable if it can be made to follow.faithfully the changes in the surrounding conditions.

Consideration of the relative merits of manual and automatic regulation leads to the
conclusion that the latter is tile more desirable, even though it does not follow the conditions
with absolute faithfulness. This follows from the natural limitations of the manual method

of regulation. Here chief reliance must be placed in the indications of the engine tachometer

and in the senses of the pilot. This is all very well within certain narrow limits. But under

present day surroundings of the pilot it is too much to expect his senses of sound and touch

to be of great assistance, even if he has unlimited time in which to act upon their indications.

"Clearly, also, the engine tachometer as au iudicator on the altimetric control leaves much to

be desired in attempting a setting for maximum economy. This latter is never attahmd at

maximum R. P. M. on a given throttle opening, and neither is it attained with the poorest
mixture that will operate the engine steadily. _

AUTOMATIC OPERATION OF ALTIMETRIC CONTROLS

Automatic means that can be made to follow both pressure and temperature changes is
not far to seek. A sealed flexible-walled chamber will expand under reduced pressure in its
surroundings. Also, it will expand under increased temperature. Since the direction of the

See discussion of reqmrement5 for maximum economy in Part V of this report.
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required change in the setting of the altimetrie control is the same under reduced pressure
and under temperature increase, it only remains to design the regulator for deflections to fit

the requirementss. Strictly speaking, automatic regulation of this kind can on_ be applied
to a method of control which does not disturb the compensation under throttle.

A representative flexible or extensible chamber, on which to base a discussion, consists

of a pair of rigid, circular end pieces between which is sealed a cylindrical metal bellows.

Assuming the bellows to contain dry air and to have been sealed at absolute pressure P, and
absolute temperature T, equal to those at ground level or zero altitude, the volume of the

Po Tx
bellows at an altitude x is V_ = V0 PJo" Substituting the length, L, for the volume, since it

will be proportional to the latter in this case, the relative change in length of bellows between
Lx - L0 ToPx

grouml level and altitude x is expressed _I_...... I - _/_P0'_• But the change in orifice area for

altimetri_- correction is 1-_/p0 ; and the change in head required is i -,_/ ,0 , to at-

tain the same measure of correction.

In the case where the carburetor air is at constant temperature, the deflection of the control

regulator is proportional to the square of the required orifice area correction; and is directly

proportional to the required correction in metering head. In the former case, it will be neces-
sary to contour the fuel orifice, or to control its area through some intermediate device, as a

cam. In the latter it may or may not be required to use contoured control parts, depending
upon the method of control chosen. The methods at A and B, figure 2, lend themselves to

operation with only the interpositio,_ of direct linkage between the control member and its

regulator.
If the carburetor air tempcrature varies, it is obvious in both cases that the deflection of

the regulator will be relatively too little, c'onsi(lering the temperature correction, if it is suitably

transmitted and utilized with respect to the pressure changes.

But it is possible in a bellows type regulator to make the change in length virtually inde-

pendent of one or the other of these changes in its surroundings. If the inclosure is completely

exhausted at tim time of sealing, its length will be unaffected by temperature changes. In

order that it may respond to changes in pressure, it is only necessary to inclose within the

bellows a spring reacting with sufficient force to prevent the maximum external pressure to

which it is subjected from closing it up completely.

Likewise, such a chamber, completely filled with a liquid, will be negligibly affected as to

length by a change in pressure, but will respond to changes in temperature.

Thus, by one of several possible mechanical interconnections or assemblies of units, as

in the diagrams of figure 3, it can be brought ubout that the automatic regulation of the control

will be complete. In final consideration of colltrol regulation it may be stated that if the
carburetor air temperature varies through comI)arativcly narrow limits, a single air-filled

expansible regulating member may give a sufficiently close approximation for most practical

purposes. CONCLUSIONS:

(1) Several control methods may be equally effective.

(2) Automatic regulation of the control is, in general, more desirable than manual regulation.
(3) It is possible to regulate the control automatically to give complete correction of the

mixture at all altitudes.
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